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In my formative run I have participated in the workshop "Scenography, theater and music"
conceived by professor Roberto Monaco in collaboration with the Teatro Regio in Turin,
the architect Valentina Donato and the musician Attilio Piovano. The wish to discover as
he works inside the theater, you has pushed me to try to realize a scenography project.
The work The enfant et les sortilèges that I have chosen as inspiring muse for mine
elaborate is a lyric imagination in two fit written by Ravel in 1924, a little known work, but
that it has fascinated me for its very particular plot: a child, because of his actions, you is
involved in a sorcery where the objects him "they humanize" and they become to them it
turns protagonists. Initial idea to realize a scenography with a rotatory movement to create
a distorted vision, supported by the fact that it deals with a work that has for principal
protagonist a child, therefore tied up to the infancy, you/he/she is thought about realizing a
mechanical object that rotates on himself telling fascinating a history: a carillon. On the
stage it is present a big carillon mechanically composed by a rotating platform to circular
plant, on which three panels that divide the platform in three are prepared "segments"
creating so three portions spatial lists. On the stage, sideways to the carillon, three scenes
are prepared for side, painted on cloth with different dimensions that will change to every
action. The scenography is structured in such way that are not you change of scene
hidden among an action and the other, also because the imagination in two actions
develops him in few less than 50 minutes. To the carillon it is entered through of the
staircases to two steps that surround the circumference set on the whole perimeter of the
rotating platform. The room described in the book, is represented by a portion of space
drawn on the platform. This represents a living room with walls with structure in wood very
tall of different heights. The pillars perimetralis reach a height of 6,5 meters, while the
height of the central (pillar in aluminum) edge, hinge for the three panels it is of 5 meters
high, this to strengthen the perspective aspect of the room. The first action has been
conceived in two scenes separate of the same room where the second scene is the
reflected vision and distorted of the scene before. The backdrop is composed from a
wooden structure and cloth that representative is painted the living room of the Villa
Belvédère of Ravel. The image on the stage backdrop seems to make to understand that
the carillon is an element of the room as the paper from protected that you/he/she is
painted on the constituent panels the carillon. Every present object on the stage is
sovradimensionato to emphasize the oppression tried by his/her/their child in comparison
to the world real rich in responsibility and obligations. For continuity of suggestions through
the images of the villa of Ravel, the flooring takes I sprout from the image of the backdrop,
where a floor of tiles is present white and black silver wares in diagonal creating a
chessboard. The change of scene happens through a rotation of the carillon toward right in
comparison to the room of the first action. To amplify the deceptive effect, the lamps to
spherical form present on the pillars perimetralis of the walls of the carillon, ignite with an
stroboscopic effects to underline the change between reality and sorcery. The second
action is enunciated, as for the the preceding scene, with the rotation of the carillon always
toward right and with the effect stroboscopico of the lights. The feeling that is wanted to
create for this second action, inside the portion drawn in the carillon, it is that to be inside a
spellbound wood and fiabesco. The whole structure of the carillon has been projected in

such way that I/you/he/she am entirely detachable to be able in container to be transported
for external events to the Regal Theater in Turin.
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